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Let R be a subring of a ring S. For an integer il > 1, we say A is rr-root 
closed in S if whenever s E S with sn E I?, then s E R. It is easy to verify 
that R is II-root closed in S if and only if R is p-root closed in S for each 
prime divisor p of II. We say that R is rooS closed in S if R is n-root closed 
in S for every integer II > 1. To show R is root closed in S it suffkes to 
prove R is n-root closed in S for all primes 12. Further, R is (2, 3)cfosed in S 
if whenever s f S with s’, sf E R, then s E RI and we say R is F-closed in S 
if whenever s E S with s’. s3 E R and ns E R for some positive integer 11, 
then s E R. We say R is integraily closed in S if whenever s E S with sn + 
rr ,s n-l + ..a + rrt = 0 for some rl ,..., n r E R, then sE R. As is common 
practice with the term integrally closed, reference to S is omitted when 5’ is 
the total quotient ring of R. 
It was shown by Brewer, Costa, and McCrimmon [2] that these closure 
properties are stable under passage to polynomial extension, that is, if A is n- 
root closed (or root, (2,3), or F-closed) in S, then R ]X] is n-root closed (or 
root, (2, 3)., or F-closed) in S]X]. Surprisingly, this is not the case for power 
series extension For example, we will show that the power series 1 + X has 
a square root over the rationals but not over the integers. Stability under 
passage to power series extension wili be regained by imposing the 
hypothesis that R be von Neumann reguiar. 
The main stability theorem in [2] is that for R a reduced ring whose total 
quotient ring T is von Neumann regular, if R is rz-root closed, root closed, 
(2, 3)-closed, or F-closed (in its total quotient ring T), then so is R [Xl (in its 
total quotient ring). However, even with our standing hypothesis that R be 
von Neumann regular, we need not have stability under power series ring 
formation‘ In this paper, we investigate conditions on a von Neumann 
regular ring that will preserve this stability. These conditions will be in terms 
of a natural partial order defined by a < b if and only if ab = ai. 
* This paper constitutes a portion of the author’s doctoral dissertation at the University 01 
Kansas under the direction of Professor James W. Brewer. 
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A ring R is van Neumann regular if for any x E R there exists 4’ E R such 
that J:X* =x. The term absolutely flat is often used since a ring R is von 
Neumann regular if and only if every R-module is flat. We will use the 
equivalent property that every element in R is the product of a unit and an 
idempotent. Since any von Neumann regular ring can be embedded in a 
product of fields, it is useful to think of an element of the ring as a long 
vector (xi) with corresponding unit (ui) and idempotent (e,) where ei is 0 or 
1 for each i. All rings are commutative with an identity. The symbol X will 
be an analytic indeterminate. 
RESULTS 
We begin with an example to illustrate the instability of n-root closure 
under passage to power series extension. 
EXAMPLE 1. Z[ [Xl] is not n-root closed in Q[ 1x11 for any n, even 
though Z is rz-root closed in Q for all n. 
Proof. That the ring of integers Z is n-root closed in the rationals Q 
follows from the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic. 
We claim that, in fact, the power series, 1 + X, has an nth root in Q[ [Xl] 
for all n. For IZ = 2 this root is 
f= 1 + (1/2)X- (1/8)X* + (1/16)X3-(5/128)X4 + e.0 
where the nth coefficient, f,, is defined by f, = 1, f, = l/2, and inductively 
for n > 1 by 
fn = -df,fn-, +fd-2 + .*. +fk,*fin+1),2) for n odd 
= -Cf,.L, +fzfn--2 + a** +f(n-2),2f(n+t),2 + (1P)f f!2> for n even. 
Clearly, the first two terms off * are 1 +X. We show that the rest are 
zero. For n even, the coefficient of X” for f * is 2f0 f, + 2f, f,- L + ... t f ,?,;* 
which is easily seen to be 0 by replacing f, by 1 and f, by its value defined 
above. For n odd, the coefficient of X” forf * is 2fofn + a.. + 2fc,-,,i2&+,,,,z 
which is again 0. For N = 3 the root is 
f= 1 +(1/3)X- (1/9)X* + (5/8)X3-(10/243)X4 + ..a. 
We now prove our first stability theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a von Neumann regular ring that is a subring qf 
a ring S. Then 
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(a) lf R is integrally closed in S, then R[[X]] is integrally closed in 
S!lXll‘ 
(b) If R is n-root cased in S, then R [ [Xi 1 is tr-root closed in S[ IX\ 1. 
(cj If R is root closed in S, then R[ [X]] is root ciosed in S[[X]]. 
(d) If R is (2, 3)-closed in S, then R [ [Xl] is (2, 3 j-closed in S( [Xi 1, 
(e) If R is F-closed in S, then R [ [X] ] is F-closed in S[\Xi\. 
ProoJ We will prove these statements in reverse order, hopefuily making 
the proof easier to follow. We begin with (2. 3)closure and treat F-closure 
parenthetically. 
(d) and (e) Let R be (2,3)-closed in S (respectively, F-closed). We 
give a proof by contradiction. Suppose that R [[Xl] is not (2,3)-closed tn 
S][X] ] (respectively, F-closed). Then there is a power series h = ia, + 
hiX+ .-s E S[[X]]\R[[X]] such that h’, h3 E R [[Xl \ (and for case (e). 
nh E R [[Xl] for some positive integer n). We call such an h a counter- 
exum@e. Then hi, hi E R (and for case (e). nh, E R) so, by hypothesis, 
ho E R. 
Since h 6Z R [[Xl] there is a coefficient hi of h with the least integer i such 
that hi&R, that is, h,, h, ,..., hi_, E R and hi& A. We tail hi the criticai 
coefJcient of the counterexample h. We have seen that h, E R. so that i > 0 
for hi, the critical coefficient of h. 
We will call h a minimal counterexample if its critical coefficient lzi has 
minimal i among all counterexamples. A key point is that if there are coun- 
terexamples, then there are minimal counterexamples. As a first illustration 
of the way in which this concept can be used! we show that any minimai 
counterexample has a nonzero constant term. Assume that k = hlX + 
h,X2 + ..* is a counterexample with constant term 0, then it is easy to see 
that .4/X=/r, +5,X+ . . . is also a counterexample and has its critical coef- 
ficient appearing earlier in the sequence; so. h is not a minimal counter- 
example. 
Now: returning to the question at hand, we assume h is a minimal coun- 
terexampie. We have seen that h, E R. Let hi, i > 0, be the critical coefficienr. 
of 1. Write h, = ue with u a unit in R and e an idempotent in R. Then 
(u-‘A)‘= (,u-‘)’ h2 E R[[X]J and (~-lh)~ = (u-‘)” h’ ER](X]] (and in 
case (e), Iz(i(~‘h)=u-‘(nhjER([Xllj, but u~‘h&RRj(K]] since u-‘h!$CR 
(u-‘hj E R implies hi= u(u-‘hi) E R). So u-‘h is a counterexample with 
critical coefficient u --‘!I~, and hence is also a minimal counterexample. Its 
constant term is e, an idempotent. Therefore, renaming u-‘/z to be k. we may 
assume that h is a minimal counterexample with constant term h, idempotenh 
in R. 
Since h,) h r ,..., hiPI E R, the coefficient of X’ in h2 is of the form 2h,hi i- 
(terms in R) and in h3 of the form 3hihi + (terms in R). But h’, h3 ER[[X]]. 
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so ,2h,hi E R and 3hf,hi E R. Thus, since h, is an idempotent, 
3hihi - 2h,hi = 3h,hi - 2h,h, = h,h, and h,hi E R. 
Now we show that (1 - h,) h is also a minimal counterexample. We have 
((1-hh,)h)Z=(1-h,J2hZER[[X]] and ((1-h,)h)3=(I-ho)3h3E 
R[[X]] (and in case (e), n(l-h,)hER[[X]]). But (l-h,)hi&R (for 
hi - h,hi E R implies hi E R since we proved above that h,hi E R), so 
(l-h,)h@R[[X]]. Th ere ore, f (1 - k,) h is a minimal counterexample. 
However, (I-h,)h=(l-h,)h,+(l-h,)h,X+~~~=O+(l-h,)h,X+.ee 
and so has 0 as a constant term, which we have seen is impossible for a 
minimal counterexample. This contradiction shows that there are no coun- 
terexamples. Therefore, R [[Xl 1 is (2, 3)-closed (F-closed) in S[ [Xl]. 
(b) and (c) That (c) holds will follow once we have proved (b), for 
then, if R is root closed in S, it is n-root closed in S for all integers n > 1, 
and hence, R [ [Xl] is n-root closed in S[ ]X] ] for all integers 12 > 1 and SO 
R [ [Xl] is root closed in S[ [Xl]. 
To prove (b) it suffices to consider the case where n is prime, for then we 
can argue: if R is n-root closed in S, then R is p-root closed in S for all 
primes p that divide n, so R [ [Xl] is p-root closed in S[ [Xl] for all primes p 
that divide n, and R [ [X] ] is n-root closed in S[ IX]]. Therefore, we assume R 
is fz-root closed in S with n a prime. 
We first consider the case where ns = 0 for any s E S, that is, the charac- 
teristic of S is n, a prime. It is well known [ 1] in this case that for any 
f=fo +f,x + *.. E S[ [Xl] we have f”=fo”+f:Xn+f;Xzn+.... Thus, 
f E S[ [X] ] with f n E R [ [X] ] impliesfr E R for all i, but by hypothesis, R is 
n-root closed in S, so & E R for all i; therefore, f E R [[Xl ] and R [ [X] ] is n- 
root closed in S[ [Xl]. 
We next consider the case where s E S, ns E R implies s E R. We will give 
a proof by contradiction. Suppose that R [[I]] is not n-root closed in S[ [Xl]. 
Let h = h, + h,X + .a. E S[ [X] ]\R [ [Xl] be a minimal counterexample 
meaning that h” E R[ [Xl], but h & R [ [Xl] and its critical coefficient hi has 
minimal i. Here, critical means the first coefficient not in R. 
Now, h, E R, since h” E R[ [Xl] implies that h,” E R, so by hypothesis, 
h, E R. We show that we may assume that h, is idempotent. Write h, = ud 
with v a unit in R and d an idempotent in R. Then (~‘h)” = (zY’)~ h” E 
R[[X]], but u-‘h c?J R[[X]] since v-‘hi&R (u-‘h,R implies hi= 
v(v-‘hi) E R). Thus, v-‘h is also a minimal counterexample, and its 
constant term, namely, ZI-‘(ad) = d, is idempotent. 
Since h,, h, ,..., hi-, E R and i > 0, the coefftcient of X’ in h” is of the 
form nh,“-‘h, + (terms in.R), so nhi-‘h, E R. But h, is an idempotent, so 
nh,h, E R which means, because of our condition on S, that h,h, E R. 
Now we show that (1 - h,) h is also a minimal counterexample. We have 
((l-h,)h)“=(l-h,)“h”ER[[X]], but (I-h,)hcfR[[X]] since 
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(.l -h,)hi@ R (for hi-h,hiE R implies h,E R since h,hi E R). Thus, 
(l-h,)h=O+(l-h,)h,X+~~* and has constant term 0. Therefore, 
(1 - k,) h/X is a iismaller” counterexample. This contradiction shows that 
there are no counterexamples. Hence, R[ [Xl] is n-root closed in S[[Xl!. 
We now consider the general case with R n-root closed in S, n a prime. 
Write IZ ~ 1 = ue with u a unit in R and e an idempotent in R. Then Be = 
n ‘ 1 . e = ziee = ue, so n. 1 =ne. Let R,=(l -e)R, S,=(I-e)S, 
R2 = eR, and S, = eS. Then R = R, @ R2 and S = S, C3J Sz ~ It is easy to see 
that Rj is n-root closed in Si for i = 1, 2. 
For SES,, ns = ns( 1 - e) = s(n . 1 - ne) = S(~E - ne) = 0~ That is, the 
characteristic of S, is n. Therefore, by our first case. RI [ [Xl\ is n-root closed 
in S,[[X]j. 
For s E Sz, 11s E R2 implies s E R2, since s = es = (ti -~‘e)(ue) s - 
(u-“e)(ne)s = (u-‘e) ns E R,. This was the second case that we considered. 
so R, [ [Xl 1 is n-root closed in Sz[ [Xl 1. 
It now follows easily that R [[Xl ] = R ,[ [Xl ] @ Rz [ [X] 1 is IF-root closed in 
SIIXI! = ~,[VllO s?rIxll. 
(a) We again argue by contradiction. Suppose that R[iX]] is not 
integrally closed in S[ [Xl]. Then let h = h, + h,X+ ..e E S[ [X]]\R\ [Xl] be 
a minimal counterexample in that h is integral over A [ [X]] but h &? R[ [Xl 1 
and its critical coeffkient hi has minimal i. This means, first of all. that 
h, + h,X+ ... + h,-lXi-’ E R[[X]J so that h,X’ + hifiXiti $ .‘. = 
h-(h,+.~. + hi-,X’-‘) is also integral over R [ [Xl] and hence is also a 
minimal counterexample. We may therefore assume that 
h= h,X’+ hi+lX’+l + . . . . Note that i > 0, since h integral. over R[ Ix’]\ 
implies h, integral over R, so h, E R. 
At this point in the previous proofs, we simply divided h by X, which we 
certainly can do here, and then claimed h/X to be a smaller counterexample. 
Here, however, we have a difficulty, namely, that it can happen that 
“f=f,X+f*X’+ *a- is integral over R[ [Xi 1 for a ring R and yet f/X= 
f’ +.&r-t L.* is not integral over R[ [Xl]. 
Therefore. we must show for a minimal counterexample h = hiX’ + 
hi+,Xif’ + ..., i > 0, hi 6?? R that h/X is integral over R[[X]l. To this end 
let 
h” +f”‘h”-’ +f(*)h”-* + ._. +f(“-!)h +f(@ = 0, 
!li 
where f’j’ E R [ [Xl 1 for j = l,..., n, be an equation of integral dependence for 
h over R[[Xj]. A s usual, we write for each j = I,...? n, f(j) =ff’ +S:j’X $ 
f:j’x* + . . . . 
Our goai then is to show that for each j we may assume that j-y’ = 
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fij’=...=f!j’ =() SO that f’j’ = f,!j’Xj +j;!j:, Xj+’ + . . . 
f’j’/Xj E R [ (X)] for each j = l,..., n and 
for then, 
(h/xy + (f”‘/X)(h/X)“-1 + (f(2)/X2)(h/x)“-2 
+ . . . ffyxn = 0 (2) 
is an equation of integral dependence for h/X over R[ [Xl]. This will 
contradict the minimality of h. 
We shall lead the reader rather carefully through the first three steps of an 
inductive march on this goal, and then retire from the field. A reader who 
finds himself unconvinced that the goal can be reached in this direction is 
urged to write out the details of the next step for himself. 
The basic procedure is to interpret (1) for each term Xk as k runs from 0 
to (n - 1) i. 
Step 1. For k = 0 to i - 1. Since h leads off with hiXi, the only Xk term 
in (1) appears in f ‘“‘foreachk=0,1,2 ,..., i--l.Thusfb”‘=f(l”‘=f~‘=... 
=f y?, = 0. 
Step 2. For k = i to 2i - 1. In (1) only f cn-“/z + f (‘I) can have Xk terms 
for each k = i, i + l,..., 2i - 1. First we do k = i. Since h = hiXi + .a., the Xk 
term in (1) is fr-” . h,X’+fj”‘X’=O, so fr-‘)hi+fj”)=O. Write 
f r-i’ = ue with u a unit in R and e an idempotent in R. Then multiply (1) 
by (1 - e)” and get 
((1 -e) h)” + (1 - e)f”‘((l -e) k)‘-i + a.. 
+(l-e)n-‘f’“-“((l-e)h)+(l-e)“f’“’=O. (3) 
This shows (1 - e) h to be integral over R [ [Xl]. Further, (1 - e) h is also a 
minimal counterexample, for we shall see that (1 - e) hi 6Z R. If 
(1 -e) hi E R, then since fc-“hi +fg”‘= 0 and fr-” = ue we get 
uehi + f I”’ = 0 or ehi = -u - If:“). Therefore, hi = (1 - e) hi + eh, = 
(1 - e) hi - u-‘f I”) E R, but hi 66 R since it is the critical coefficient of h, so 
(1 - e) hi & R. Now, in (3) of integral dependence for (1 -e) h, f (‘1-1) has 
been replaced by (1 - e)n-‘f(n-‘) where fr-” = ue, so (1 - e)n-‘f(nP‘) 
has 0 constant term. Thus we may assume that f cm” = 0. Since f c-“hi + 
f I”’ = 0, f I”’ = 0 also. 
Now for each of k= i + 1, i+ 2,..., 2i - 1 in order, the argument is the 
same as it was for k = i. Thus we get, in pairs, ff-” =f I”’ = 0, fy-” = 
fI:‘1=o,f:“-“=fl”:2=0 )...) fp;“=fp,=o. 
Step 3. For k= 2i to 3i - 1. In (1) only f(“-‘)h2 +fcnp”h +f’@ can 
have Xk terms for k = 2i, 2i + l,..., 3i - 1. First we do k = 2i. Since f r-i’ = 
f y-1’: . . . =fi”;” = 0, the Xk term in (1) is f r-” . (h,X’)’ +fjn-‘)Xi . 
(/2,X’) + f 2)X?’ = 0 or f r-‘)hf +fin-r’hi +f$’ = 0. WritefcP2’ = ue with 
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21 a unit in R and e an idempotent in R. Again we can multiply (1) through 
by (1 - e)” and get (3) an equation of integral dependence for (1 - e) h, 
Then (1 - e) h will be a minimal counterexample once we show that 
(I - e) hi 66 R. If (1 -e) hi E R, then (1 -e) h: = ((1 - ej hij2 E R and we 
multiply Jo (n-2j/lf +fj”-‘)h, +f$J) = 0 by 21-l to get, since fr--‘) = tie, 
&f + ~~>fj”-‘) hi + u-‘fv:) = 0 and add (1 -e) h: = kf - eF.,” to both sides 
and rearrange to get hf + u-‘fj”-“hi + (z.-!fi;) - (1 -e) I:) = 0 which 
shows ki to be integral over R, but then hi E R. a contradiction, SO 
(1 - ej hi @R. 
Therefore, (, I - e) h is a minimal counterexampie. but in (3 i+ 
(1 - e)“-2f’“p2) has 0 constant term so we may assume that Srezi = 0. 
Then fr-“hf +fjnp’)hi +f(??’ = 0 reduces to f!n-‘)lri cJf\r’ = 6. This we J : 
can treat as in the case k = i to show that we can assume that JiPzP” = C, 
and then Sir! = 0 follows. 
For each of k = 2i + 1,2i + 2,..., 3i - 1 in order, the argument is the same 
as it was for k = 2i. Thus, we get, in triples, SF-‘) =Jri?r-l) =f$yi = 0, 
f$n-z) =fj?yi) =f$?, = 0, f y-2) =fi”,l) =f F;L, = @,..., fjni2! =fE?:’ = 
jy,=o. ‘ 
Continuing in this manner, we finally come to k = (n - 1) i. The Xk terms 
in (1) will be fc’(hiXi)n-l +fj2’Xi(hiXi)n-2 f -.. +f~~)_,,J’“-“’ = 0 
which yields Sh”(hi)n-l +fi2’(hi)n-2 + ... +fi:‘l,i = 0. From this it wili 
follow as before that we can assume thatfb” =fi” = ... =f{z’I,i = 0. 
Therefore, for each j = 1, 2 ,..., n, f0 (j) =f:j’ = . . . =fj” l = 0, Note that, 
except for the case i = 1, where we proved precisely what was needed, there 
was considerable overkill in order to finally reachfb’) = 0. 
Therefore, for each j= 1, 2 ,..., n, f. (A =fy) = . . . =fyJ 1 = 0. Note that. 
except for the case i= 1, where we proved precisely what was needed. there 
was considerable overkill in order to finally reach fb” = 0. 
Thus, we may divide our minimal counterexample h by X and then (2) 
shows h/X to be a smaller counterexample. This contradiction proves that 
R [ ix]] is integrally closed in S( [Xl]. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We now turn to an investigation for each of these closure properties as to 
when R [ [Xl 1 is closed in its total quotient ring. For this. we will make use of 
a natural partial order on R. For a, b in R define CI < b if and only if 
ab = a’. In particular, if a = ue and b = cd with u and z’ units and e and d 
idempotents, then a < b means that e < d, that is. de = e and that be = ae. 
This is equivalent to saying that b agrees with a on the support of u when R 
is represented as a subdirect product of fields This generalizes the normal 
partial order on the Boolean algebra of idempotents in R. 
L.et R be a von Neumann regular ring embedded in r, a product of fields. 
For gER[[X]] we define the support of g in T to be the least upper bound 
(or supremum) taken in T of the idempotents {et}? where g = liOeii f 
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u,e,X+ *.. with ui a unit in R and e, an idempotent in R for each i. We 
write support,(g) = sup,(e,}r. In other words, support,(g) is that idem-. 
potent in T that “lives” where g ‘ilives.” If we think of support,(g) as a long 
vector of O’s and I’s, it is 1 at any coordinate for which some e, is 1 and is 0 
at any coordinate for which all gi’s are 0. Note that if e = support,(g), then 
ge = g and 1 - e + g is regular in T[ [Xl]. The latter is because a power 
series over a von Neumann regular ring is a zero-divisor if and only if it is 
killed by an element of the ring [3, Lemma 1 ]. 
We now have need of two lemmas, the first of which is a generalization of 
the fact that a power series is a unit if and only if its constant term is a unit, 
while the second is technical and will be used in our main theorem. 
LEMMA 1. For a countable set {ei)c of idempotents in a von Neumann 
regular ring R, define inductively a pairwise disjoint set (e;}? of idempotents 
63 e; = e,, and for i > 0, e;=ei(l-(e;+...+e;-,)). If 
g= uOeO + u,e,3+ -. . E R [ [X] ] with ui a unit for all i, then for each i there 
is a power series g”’ E R [ [X] ] such that gg”’ = ejX’. 
Proof It is easy to verify that el is an idempotent for all i, that elej’ = 0 
for i #j, and that sup,{ej}k = eh + ei + *a. + e; for all i. Thus, each ef is that 
part of the support of g contributed by e, that has not yet been contributed 
by e,,e,,...,e,-,. 
For i = 0, we note that 1 -e, + g is a unit in R[ [Xl] since its constant 
term 1 -e, + u,,eO is a unit in R. So there is a g’ E R[ [Xl] such that 
(1 -e,+g)g’= 1. Let gCo)=eog’, then gg(‘)=ge,g’=e,gg’= 
e,(l -e,+g)g’=e,=e& 
Now let i > 0, and let g’ = uiei + ui+ , ei+ ,X + .a. . Then, by the i = 0 case 
just done, there is a g” E R[ [Xl] such that g’g” = ei. Now define g”’ = 
(1 - (eh + ... + e;- J) g”. Then 
gg (0 = g( 1 - (e6 + . . . + e;- ,)) g” = (1 - (e; + . . . + ef- J) g”g 
= (1 - (e6 + -.- + e;-,))g”(u,e, + u,e,X+ .a. + u,e,X’+ .-a) 
=(l -(eb+ ... +e;-,))g”(u,e,+ ..- +ui-,e,-,X’-‘+g’X’) 
= (1 - (e; + -e. +ef-,))g”g’X’ 
= (1 - (e6 + . . . + ei- ,)) e,X’ = efX’. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a von Neumann regular ring. Let T be a product of 
fields with R G T. Suppose that for f, g E R [ [Xl] with g regular in T[ [X] ], 
we have f/g=h=h,+h,X+..- E T[[X]]. Write g= uOeO + u,e,X+ a.- 
with ui a unit in R and ei an idempotent in R for all i, and let e; be as in 
Lemma 1 for each i. Then e;hj E R for all i and j, and hi = sup,(efhj}r for 
all j. 
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Proof. By Lemma 1, for each i, there is a g”’ in R[ [X] ] such that 
a”’ = e,‘X’. Therefore, since f = gk, we have j%Cii = ggCi’h = efX’h, so 
efhi E R for all i and j. 
Since g is regular in 7;[ [Xl], support,(g) = 1, that is, sup,{e,}F = 1, or 
equivalently, supz{ef }F = 1. Therefore, hi = sup,{ e;hi!F for a!1 j. 
In trying to characterize for each of our closure properties those von 
Neumann regular rings R for which R [ [X] 1 is closed in its total quotient 
ring, we meet a fundamental difficulty. The total quotient ring of R! [Xi ] 
need not be contained in the total quotient ring of T[ IX] ]. Before giving two 
illustrative examples, we recall that an R-module -A4 is said to be torsion$-ee 
if for r E R. m E M, rm = 0 implies Y is a zero-divisor in R or m = 0. If R is 
a subring of a ring S, to say that S is a torsion-free R-module is to say that 
whenever Y E R is regular in R, then it is regular in S, that is. the total 
quotient ring of R is contained in the total quotient ring of S. The following 
proposition makes it easy to determine if the totai q-uotient ring of R [ [Xi 1 is 
contained in that of T[ [Xl]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be u cm Neunzmn regular rii?g contairled in a 
pro&et offields T. Then T[ [Xl\ is torsion-free over R j [Xi 1 o-and o&y iS,coor 
anv countable subset { ei}r of idempotents of R if supR( e;): = 1. therz 
supr(e,)% = 1. 
ProoJ (+) Let (ei}F be a set of idempotents of R with supRieiiF = 1. 
Then g = e. + e,X f ... is regular in R [ [X] 1, but I’[ [X] ] is torsian-free over 
R[ [X]] so g is regular in T[ [Xl]. Therefore, supr(ei\,“’ = 1. 
(tj Let g= uOeO + u,e,X+ ... E R[(X]] with lli a unit in R and E; an 
idempotent in R for all i be regular in R [ [Xj 1. Then supR (e, !,” = 1, so by 
hypothesis, supr(ei}r = 1. Therefore, g is regular in r[ LX]], and ri]X]] is 
torsion-free over R [ [X] 1. 
Now for the two examples. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let R be the Boolean ring of countable sequences of O’s 
and l’s that are eventually constant and such that if the first entry is 1, the 
sequence is eventually 1, and if the first entry is 0, the sequence is eventuahy 
0, Let T be ali sequences of O’s and 1’s. Then rj[X]] is not torision-free over 
R [ [X] ]. To see this, we let e2 = (0, 1, 0,O ,... ), e3 = (0, 0, 1, 0,O ,... ),,.*, Then 
sup,{e,}F = (0, 1, 1, l,... ), while supR{ei\y = (I? 1, IV...) = 1. Note that 
g=e,+e,X-te,X*+-.- is regular in R [ [Xl], but not in T[ [Xi]. 
However, R can be embedded in a product of fields T* such that T* [ [Xj ] 
is torsion-free over R [[Xl]. Simply project by (xi 2 x2, =cj . ..-) ---f (x2 ) x3 ,.“.). 
This shows R to be isomorphic to the ring of all eventually constant 
sequences of O’s and 1’s. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let R be the Boolean ring based on the Boolean algebra 
generated by the left half-closed intervals on the real line. That is, a 0- and l- 
valued function on the reals is in R if its support is a finite union of intervals 
of the form [a, 6)? where a and b can be any real number or a3, or -co. Let 
T be all 0- and l-valued functions on the reals. Then, T[ [Xl] is not torsion- 
free over R [ [Xl 1. Let e, = [-co, 0): e, = [l/2, co), ez = (l/4, l/2), 
e3 = [l/8, l/4),... where the notation means e, has the given support for each 
i. Then, sup,(e,}~ = 1 and sup,{e,}F = (-co, 0) U (0, co). Therefore, 
T[ [Xl] is not torion-free over R [ [Xl]. M oreover, since any real number can, 
like 0, be excluded from the support of a regular element of R [ [Xl], it seems 
unlikely that there is an embedding to a product of fields T such that T[ [Xl ] 
is torsion-free over R[ [Xl]. 
The importance of finding a product of fields T such that the total 
quotient ring of R[ [Xl] is contained in the total quotient ring of T[ IX]] is 
roughly as follows. Since T is a product of fields, T[ [Xl] is a Bezout ring 
(every finitely generated ideal is principal) by Theorem 1 of [3]. But then, as 
is shown in the proof of Theorem 2 of [2], T[ [Xl] is integrally closed in its 
total quotient ring. Consequently, for each of our closure properties, if 
R[ [Xl] is closed in T[ [Xl], then it is closed in its total quotient ring. 
Presently, little can be said about whether R [ [Xl] is closed unless we can 
embed R in a suitable product of fields T. Fortunately, for a specific ring R 
such a product of fields is often naturally at hand, as we shall see in our 
examples. 
In order to present our main result, it is useful to define several sets. Let R 
be a von Neumann regular ring contained in a product of fields T. Then we 
define the following subsets of T, each of which contains R. 
R’(T) = the integral closure of R in T. 
R,(T) = (t E T/t” E R}. 
R,(T) = {t E TJt” E R for some positive integer n}. 
R(T) = {t E T/t = sup,{r,}r for some countable subset (ri}F of 
R with rirj = 0 for i #j). 
R(T) = (t = ue E R(T)/ 1 -e = sup,(d,}T, u a unit in T and e 
an idempotent in T, di an idempotent in R for all i}. 
Now R(r> is just the set of least upper bounds of countable chains of R 
and _R(T) is those least upper bounds whose complements 1 - e are also least 
upper bounds. If t = ue = sup,{uie,}F E R(T), then e = supr{ei}F. If 
t E B(T), then 1 - e = supr{di}F, so sup,{ei, dj} = 1. Also, as we have seen 
before, the dts can be assumed to be pairwise disjoint. 
A general situation we encounter is f/g = h = h, + h,X + ..e E T[ [Xl]. 
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Using Lemma 2 we have hj = sup,(efhjj,” with efhj E R for all i andj, so we 
conclude that hj E I?(T) or even B(T). 
We have seen in Theorem 1 that if R is integrally closed in T, that is, if 
RC(T)=R, then R[[X]] is integrally closed in T[[X]]. However. this is not 
necessary. We will see an example where R is not integrally closed in T, that 
is, R’(T) # R, but R[[X]] still manages to be integrally c!osed in T[[X]]. 
This happens because R fails to be integrally closed in T only for elements 
that are not too close to R, that is to say, not in B(T); similarly for n-root 
closure, It is precisely the point of Theorem 2 to describe how R must sit in 
T. The reader may be able to capture the flavor of the theorem more easily 
by skipping to the examples that follow before returning to the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a van Neumann regular ring. 
i4 6) IfR[[Xll is integrally closed and T is a product offields with 
R S T, then R(T) ~7 R’(T) = R. 
(ii) If there is a product of fields T with R c T such that I’[ ix] ] is 
torsionfree over R [ [Xl] and R(T) n RC(T) = R, then R [[X]] is integraiiy 
closed. 
PI W- rf R&U is n-root closed and T is a product offlelds with 
R G T. then R(T) r-7 R,(T) = R. 
(ii) If there is a product_of fields T with R c T such that T[ [X] ] is 
torsioi@ee ouer R [[Xl] and R(T)nR,(T) = R, theiz R[(X]] is n-root 
closed. 
(ci We If R[[Xll is root closed and T is a product of Pelds with 
R S T, then R(T) f? R,(T) = R. 
(ii) If there is a prod_uct offields T with R 5 T such that T[ [X,! ] is 
torsion-free ooer R ] [Xl] and R(T) n R,%(T) = R, they R [[Xl ] is Toot closerl. 
(d) If there is a product of fields T with R 5 T such that T[ [X]] is 
torsionfiee ouer R [ [Xl], then R [ [Xl] is (2, 3)-&m& 
(e) rf there is a product of fields T with R c T such that T[[Xj] is 
torsion-free over R[ IX]], then R[ [Xl] is F-closed. 
ProoJ (a) We do part (i) by contradiction. Let R [[Xi ] be integrally 
closed and suppose that there is a product of fields T with ii E T such that 
R(T)nRC(T)# R. Then, let t E_R(T)nR’(T) with t&R. Since tEB(Tj, 
we have t = sup,{u,e,}r for a countable subset of R, where E(~ is a unit in R 
and ei is an idempotent in R for each i and eiej = 0 for all i #j. Further, 
there is countable set { di\,” of idempotents of R with d,di = L7 for i f j such 
that sup,je,, dJ) = 1. 
Let g=e, t-d,X+e,X* +d,X3 + .=., then gER[[X]j and g is reguiar 
in T[[X]], Let f = uOeO + u,e,X* + u,e,X” + .,.~ Then, since 
t = sup,(u,e,}~, we have f = gt so f/g = t. But t E R’(T), so f/g is integral 
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over R [[Xl ], but Jg @ R [[Xl]. Th’ IS contradicts the hypothesis that R [ [X] J 
is integrally closed. Therefore, _R(7’) f-l RC(T) = R. 
For part (ii) of (a), we suppose that T is a product of fields with R c T 
such that T[ [X]] ’ t IS orsion-free over R [[Xl], that is, any power series g that 
is regular in R [[Xl] . IS a so regular in T[ [Xl]. Further, we suppose that 1 
_R(T) f? RC(T) = R. We prove that R[ [Xl] is integrally closed. 
First we observe that by Theorem 1 of [3], T[ [Xl] is Bezout and hence is 
integrally closed (cf. [2]). We proceed by contradiction. Suppose thatf,g is a 
counterexample, that is, let f, g be elements of R [ [Xl] with g regular in 
R [ [Xl] such that f/g, as an element of the total quotient ring of R[ [Xl], is 
integral over R [ [Xl]. Then g is regular in T[ [Xl], by hypothesis, soy/g, as 
an element of the total quotient ring of T[ IX]], is integral over T[ [Xl]. 
Therefore, since r[ [X] ] is integrally closed,f/g = h E T[ [Xl]. 
Now, let f/g = k E T[ [Xl] b e a minimal counterexample, that is, h has 
critical coefficient hi with minimal i. Thus, h, + h,X+ 0.. + /z-,X’-’ E 
R[[Xll~ so hJ’+ hi+lX’+l + .-. = h - (h, + h,X+ -.- + hiplXi-‘) is 
integral over R[ [Xl] but is not in R[ [Xl], and so is also a minimal coun- 
terexample. Also, we show that i > 0, that is, h, E R. Since h is integral over 
R[ [Xl], h, is integral over R, that is, h, E RC(T). Using Lemma 2 and its 
notation, we have h, = supJe~h,,}~, where e;ho E R for all i. Write h, = ue 
with u a unit in T and e an idempotent in T. Now, clue = elh, E R, so it 
follows easily that ele E R, so let di = (1 - e) el E R for all i. Since 
sup,{ef}F = 1, we have 1 -e= supr{di}T and h, E B(T). Hence, h, E R 
and for the critical coefficient hi of h, we have i > 0. Therefore, we assume 
that h is a minimal counterexample where h = h,X’ + hi+ ,X’+ ’ + a.. and 
i > 0. 
We wish to divide h by X and thus have a “smaller” counterexample. We 
must show that h/X is integral over R [ [Xl]. But this is exactly the argument 
given in proving part (a) of Theorem 1. Note that the critical coefficient hi is 
not integral over R, for if hi E RC(T), then by the same argument as given for 
h,, hi E B(T), so hi E R. Thus, we may use verbatim the argument beginning 
with “To this end, let (l)...” given in the proof of part (a) of Theorem 1 to 
show that h/X is integral over R [ [Xl]. 
Having contradicted the minimality of h, we see there are no counter- 
examples and R [ [Xl] is integrally closed. 
(b) We prove part (i) by contradiction. Let R[ [Xl] be n-root closed 
and suppose that T is a product of fields with R s T such that 
R(T) nR,(T) # R. Then let t E x(T) f7 R,(T) with t 6? R. Write t = ue with 
u a unit in T and e an idempotent in T. Then, since t E R,(T), t” = (ue)” = 
u”e E R. We show that e E R. Write u”e = vd with v a unit in R and d an 
idempotent in R. Then, (1 - e) d = (1 - e) v - ‘vd = (1 - e)u ~ ‘u”e = 0 so 
d = ed, and (1 - d)e = (1 - d)(u - I)’ u”e = (1 - d)(u-‘)” vd = 0, so e = de. 
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Thus, e = d and e E R for t = ue. Since t E R(T), t = sup~{uiei}~, where ui 
is a unit in R and e, is an idempotent in R for ail i and eiej = 0 for i #j, Let 
f=u,e,+u,e,X+~~~ and g=(l-e)+e,+e,X+ezX’ +..a. Then 
j< g E R[ [X]] and g is regular in T[ [Xl] and f= gt. But then, J/g = t, so 
!flgY E R 1 [Xl 1 while f/g @._R [ [Xl 1 contrary to the hypothesis that R [ [X] ] 
is n-root closed. Therefore, R(T) n R,(T) = R. 
For part (ii) of (b), we suppose that T is a product of fields with R _C T 
such that a[ [Xj] is torsion-free over R [ [Xl]. Then any power series g that is 
regular in R [[Xl] . IS also regular in T[[X]]. Further, we suppose that 
R(T) f7 R,(T) = R. We prove that R [[Xl] is n-root closed. 
It will sufftce to consider the case where IZ is prime. If p is a prime divisor 
of 11, then R,(T) c R,(T), so our hypothesis that x(7’) f’R,(7) = R implies 
that Kc(T) G? R,(T) = R. Thus, we assume n to be prime. 
First we consider the case where nr = 0 for all I E T, that is, the charac- 
teristic of T is II, a prime. Let f, g E R ] ]X] ] with g regular in R [ [X] } and 
(J/g)” E R[[X]]. Now, by hypothesis, g is regular Pn T[ [X] ] and r[ ]X] ] is 
integrally closed since it is Bezout, so (f/g)” E ?‘[ [X] ] implies 
J’g = h E 7’( [X] ]. By Lemma 2, and using the notation of that lemma, hi = 
suprje~hjj~, where eie,! = 0 for i fj and e;hi E R for all i and j. Thus. 
iz,; E x(7) for all j. Also, because the characteristic of T is n, h” = hi f 
fqY+..‘ER[[X]], so hJ E R for all j, Thus, hi E R,*(T) for all J. 
Therefore, hi E R for all j and fig = h E R [[Xi 1% ihat is. R ] ]X] ] is !z-root 
closed. 
Next we consider the case where t E T, rzl E R implies t E I?. Again. a 
counterexample f/g in the total quotient ring of R [ [X]] will be, by 
hypothesis, in the total quotient ring of T[ [X] 1, so (f/g)” E R [ [X] ] G T; /Xl ] 
implies fig = h E T[ [Xl ] since T[ [X] ] is integrally closed because it is 
B&out. 
Let fls=jzE ZI[Xll\Rl[Xll b e a minimal counterexample in that the 
criticai coefficient hi of h has minimal i. By Lemma 2, h, E g(7J and, since 
h” E R ] [X] 1, we have h;j E R which means h, E R,(T). So, h, E R. We show 
that we may assume that h, is idempotent. Write k, = ud with c a unit in R 
and d an idempotent in R. Then, (~~-‘fjg)” = (K’)” (Jg)” E R [IX]], but 
c~g@G R([Xf] d an zl-‘fig = v-‘h has critical coefficient ~‘h; SQ it is a 
minima! counterexample with constant term d, an idempotent, Thus, assume 
h, is idempotent, 
Now the coefficient of Xi in h” is of the form izhz- ‘hi + (terms in R j, so 
rtq- 1 /7: E R, but h, is idempotent, so nh,hi E R, which in this case implies 
h, hi E R, 
Then, ((I - h,) h)” = (1 - h,) h” E R[[Xj], but (I - /I,) h 6f R[[X]\ since 
(1 - h,) hi @ R (because hi - h,h, E R implies hi E R since h,h, E R). So 
(1 - h,j h/X= (1 - h,)f/Xg is a smaller counterexample. This contradiction 
shows R ! IX] ] to be II-root closed. 
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Now we consider the general case by decomposing R and T by writing 
n . 1 = ue with u a unit in R and e an idempotent in R. We let R, = 
(1 - e) R, T, = (i - e) T, R, = eR, and T2 = eT. The details of showing that 
these correspond to the two cases just considered are as in the proof of 
Theorem l(b). We only need to check that the hypothesis I?((T) n R,(T) = R 
passes down to R, and RI. Since 1 - e is also an idempotent, it suffices to 
show that R?(T,) n R2,( T,) = R,. 
Let et E T2 be such that et E R,(T,) f7 R,(T,). So then et = sup,z{eri}r 
with eri E R, for all i and er,e5 = 0 for i # j. So et + (1 - e) = sup,{eri}T U 
{l-e\ and et+(l-e)ER(T). Also, etER,,, so (et)“ER, and 
(et + (1 - e))” = et” + 1 - e E R, that is, et-t(l-e)ER,. Thus, 
et+(l-e)EE(T)nR,(T)=R. So et=e(et+(l-e))ER2. Therefore, 
R,(Tz) nRz,(Tz> = Rz. 
Since the hypothesis passes down, Ri[ IX]] is n-root closed for i = 1,2. 
Thus, R [[Xl ] = R 1 [ [XJ ] @ R2 [ [X] ] is n-root closed. 
(c) This follows immediately from (b) since R,(T) = IJF R,(T). 
(d) Since T[[X]] is Bezout, it is integrally closed and, hence, (2, 3) 
closed. With T( [X] ] torsion-free over R [[Xl] we have the total quotient ring 
of R[ [Xl] contained in the total quotient ring of T[ [Xl]. Therefore, if we 
show that R [ [Xl] is (2, 3)closed in T[ [Xl], then we will have that R [ [X]] is 
(2,3)-closed. This will follow from Theorem 1 once we show that R is (2,3)- 
closed in T. 
Let t E T be such that t2, t3 E R: Write t = ue with u a unit in T and e an 
idempotent in T. Then, u’e E R, so u2e = vd with u a unit in R and d an 
idempotent in R. Then (1 - d) e = (u-l)’ ~‘(1 -d) e = (up’)’ (1 - d) u2e = 
(u-‘)‘(I -d)vd=O, so de=e, and (1 -e)d=v-‘v(l -e)d= 
~~‘(1 -e)vd=v-‘(1 -e)u’e=O, so de=d. Thus, d=e. 
Similarly, t3 E R, so u3e E R and we can write l13e = wf with w a unit in R 
and f an idempotent in R. Then, (1 - e)f= w-‘~(1 - e)f= w-‘(1 -e) of= 
PCr(l-e)u3e=0, sof=ef, and (l--f)e=(~-‘)3 (~~)(l-f)e=(~-‘)~ 
(1 -f) u3e = (U -‘)3 (1 -f) nif= 0, so e =fe. Thus, f = e. 
We have t’ = ve, t3 = we with e E R. Then, t = et = v-‘(w) t = v mm’t2t = 
v-It3 = a--‘we E R. Therefore, R is (2, 3)-closed in T and R[ [Xl] is (2, 3)- 
closed. 
(e) This follows from (d) since (2, 3)-closed implies F-closed by 
definition. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
The following examples illustrate the utility of the conditions in the 
previous result. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let A be the Boolean ring of all sequences of O’s and l’s 
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that are eventually constant. Then A [[Xl] is not integrally closed, although it 
is n-root closed for all n. 
Proof. We will show that condition (i) of Theorem 2(a) fails. Let T= 2’ 
be all sequences of O’s and 1’s. Since T is Boolean, f’ - t = 0 for all t E T, so 
AC(T) = T. 
Thus, (i) will fail once we show that d(T) #=A. Let e, = (l,O, O,...). 
e, = (0, 0, I, 0, O,...) ,..., and also let d, = (0, 1, 0,O ,“.. j, d, = (0, 0,O. 
1? 0; O,...);..., then we have (l,O, l,O, l,... )= sup,(e,jr and 1 - (l,O, 1, 
0, l,...) = supr{di}r. so (l,O, I, 0, l,...) E_A(T)\A. Therefore, A[[X]] is not 
integrally closed. 
Now, to show that A[ [Xl] . IS n-root closed for any I?, we observe that 
A,(T) = A since t” = t for all t E T. Therefore, we need only show that 
T[ [Xl] is torsion-free over A[ [Xl]. Using Proposition 1, we see that if {e,iz 
is a countable subset of A with supA(e,},“’ = 1, then some ei is non-zero at 
any integer, so supT.{ei}F = 1. Therefore, T[[X]] is torsion-free over A [[Xl] 
and A [ [X]] is n-root closed. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let R c 2R = T be all 0 and 1 valued functions on the reals 
(i.e., long vectors of O’s and l’s with finite or cofinite support. Then R[[X]] 
is integrally closed. 
Prooj Again T is Boolean so RC(T) = T, so to apply condition (ii) of 
Theorem 2. we must show that B_(T) = R. 
First, we verify that T[[X]] is torsion-free over R[ [Xl]. We use the 
characterization of Proposition 1 and consider a countable subset {e, i r of R 
such that sup,{e,}F = 1. Then sup,{e,}F = I for if for some coordinate 
a E R every ei were 0 on u, we would define e, E R by e, = 0 at c( and 
e, = 1 everywhere else. Then, e, has cofinite support and e, > e, for all i, 
but e, < 1. Thus, sup,{e,lF = 1, and T[ [Xl] is torsion-free over R[ [Xl]. 
Now, we show that B(T)= R. Let tE_R(T), that is, I= supr.(e,lr with 
e, E R for all i and eiej = 0 for i #j and such that there is another subset 
{d[J,” of R with 1 -t = sup,(d,}T. Then, eidj= 0 for all i and j and 
sup7(ej, d!i = 1. As we have seen, we can assume that diLZj: = 0 for all i +‘j, 
Since R is uncountable, and sup,jei, dj} = 1, some e, or dj has cofinite 
support, and since the ets and the dj’s are pairwise disjoint, only finitely 
many of the other e,‘s and dj’s are non-zero. In particular, only finitely many 
of’s are non-zero. Hence, c = sup,{e,}r E R since it is a finite sum, 
Therefore, B(T) = 1p and R [[Xl] is integrally closed. 
Note that in this example, R is not integrally closed in T (in fact, 
RC(T) = T). Also, it is an example where R[[X;] is not Bezout. Finallyy, it 
illustrates how the size of the product of fields affects the size of P,(T), and 
hence, integral closure. Compare with the previous example, 
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EXAMPLE 6. Let B = JJF Q + 0,” R c T= n? R, that is, B is all 
real-valued sequences that are finitely irrational. Then B[ [Xl] is not n-root 
closed for any n, but B[ [Xl] is (2, 3)-closed. 
Proof: Using condition (i) of Theorem 2(b), we show that B(T) n 
B,(T) # B. For each i, let an element of B be defined by ri = 
(0,O ,..., O,@,O ,...) w ere h ri is non-zero only in the ith spot. Then, for 
t = sup,{ri)F = ($?, $‘?, $? ,...) E g(T), t” = (2, 2, 2 ,...) E B, so t E B,(T). 
However, t @ B, so B( [Xl] is not n-root closed. 
To show B[ [Xl] to be (2,3)-closed, we use Theorem 2td) and show that 
T[ [Xl] is torsion-free over R [ [Xl]. This is immediate by Proposition 1 since 
B and T have the same idempotents. 
We conclude with a special result for Boolean rings. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a Boolean ring. Then R [ [Xl] is 2-root closed. 
Hence, R [[Xl] is (2, 3)-closed. 
ProoJ Let f, g E R[ [Xl] with g regular in R[ [Xl] such that (flg)2 = 
h E R[ [Xl]. Then f2 =fi +f:X’ +fiX” + a.. =fO +fiX’ +fiX” + ... and 
g2=go+glx2+g2x’+*- and, so, hg’ = hog0 + h, g,X + (hog, + h, 8,) 
X’ + (h,g, + hjgo)X’ + (hog2+h2g, + h,g,)X’+y butf’=hg’, so 
fo = hog,, fi=hog,+h,go, f2 = ho gz + h, g, + h, go,.... Therefore, 
(ho + h,X + h,X2 + ...) g = f andflg E R [ [Xl], and R [ [XJ] is 2-root closed. 
Then, by definition, R [ [Xl] is (2, 3)-closed. 
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